electronically fix the problem and ensure that the computer can deal with specific, known
inconsistencies. But the problem with these solutions is that the rules created are static,
require an inordinate amount of guesswork to develop and only work to address the
problem at a specific point in time. When new data arrives in the database that fails to
meet the criteria encompassed in these probabilistic rules, history repeats itself and the
problem of inherently imperfect data manifests itself all over again. Additionally, rulesbased solutions are difficult, if not impossible, to quickly adjust and update over time,
sometimes not even by the vendors themselves. That’s due to the educated guesswork
required for all of the different parameters of every single rule.
So, what happens? You guessed it. We’re back at Square One.

Mathematics Holds the Key
Since rules-based probabilistic solutions have been in use for so long, there is a commonly
held belief that there isn’t a better way to approaching the problem of data matching. This
is patently untrue. The key lies in applying mathematical modeling — yes, mathematical
modeling — to successfully emulate the decision-making ability of a human being. It’s as
if we are returning to the old fashioned way…the time when actual staff members would
identify matches in imperfect data and take the necessary steps to rectify the problem.

The Bottom Line
What mathematical modeling ultimately achieves is to give the users of structured data
— whether it be in hospitals, government agencies or enterprises — the freedom to find,
match, and link the information that they need quickly and efficiently. This may not seem
like a business-critical endeavor, but when companies are relying on this information to
run their business, it suddenly takes on an entirely new meaning.
It all comes down to this — if you’re building a business based on the quality of
structured data, how much data imperfection can be tolerated? Can you sleep at night
knowing that the information you’re using to run your operation on a day-to-day
basis may hold inconsistencies and errors that can lead to revenue loss and missed
opportunities? How can you rest
knowing that any imperfection in
data could manifest itself at any
time, creating headaches that you
may be unprepared to deal with?
Now the problem of data
imperfection becomes much more
important. It’s one that many C-level
executives don’t realize they have
and that many IT departments are
simply unprepared to deal with. And,
as enterprise applications grow more
and more complex it’s a problem that
will only be exacerbated in the coming years.
By applying mathematical modeling in order to successfully emulate human decisionmaking and judgment, organizations can learn to work with imperfect data rather than
spending countless man-hours in standardization, which may never ultimately solve the
problem. In this sense, they will not only be prepared to deal with problems that may be
caused by imperfect data in their current IT investments, but they will also be prepared to
overcome these challenges as they are presented for the future of their organization.

In an instant, imperfect data
can go from a simple business
issue to literally a
life-or-death situation.

Legal Q&A

Q

What type of lease provision
should be included to efficiently
settle disputes between
landlords and tenants in determining
fair market rental value for upcoming
lease extension periods?

A

A provision should be included
to require such discrepancies
to be settled by “baseball”
arbitration. Aptly named, “baseball”
arbitration follows a procedure similar to
that used in Major League Baseball when
determining player salaries. Specifically,
both landlord and tenant provide an
arbitrator with their determinations of
fair market value rent (“FMV”), and the
arbitrator will choose either landlord’s or
tenant’s determination of FMV. Because
the arbitrator must pick one of the FMV
determinations without modification,
the arbitrator will pick the one that it
believes comes closest to representing
FMV. Consequently, a tenant that submits
a “low-ball” determination or a landlord
that inflates its FMV determination both
run the risk that their determination will be
rejected. Thus, both landlord and tenant
have incentive to submit to the arbitrator
rent determinations that reflect each
parties’ true assessment of the current FMV.
Therefore, “baseball” arbitration is usually
fair, cost efficient and relatively inexpensive.
more

Click for additional
information from Giordano,
Halleran & Ciesla, P.C.

Stefanos Damianakis is president and CEO of NJTC member company Netrics. Visit www.
netrics.com for more information.

more
Check out Netrics’ data matching solution
for yourself with a live demo.
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are shareholders at Giordano, Halleran &
Ciesla, P.C. in the firm’s Leasing Practice
Group. They can be reached at
732-741-3900 or at lrothstein@ghclaw.com
or mceres@ghclaw.com.
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